STEP INTO
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WORLD
Autumn/Winter 2022

01269 Brooks

STEP INTO WOLKY’S WORLD!
Put on a pair of Wolkys and you’ll notice right away: feet love our shoes. Comfort is
what we’re all about. That’s why all our shoes for this autumn feature anatomically
shaped footbeds and are meticulously designed to produce a perfect fit. We also
pride ourselves on our passion for styling and colour, carefully selected materials
and elegant finish. Almost all our models are available in a choice of colours and in
sizes 3 to 10 (36 to 43) – and sometimes even up to 11 (44)! Towards the end of the
brochure you’ll find our specials: vegan, extra-wide and water-resistant shoes,
shoes for bunions and diabetics and waterproof hiking boots.

01261 Edmonton
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01269 Brooks

01268 Canmore

01260 Red Deer

01261 Edmonton

00456 La Banda

02633 Longview

02879 Sundown

05052 Sharon

08727 Rozzi
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START
This lace-up boot really is made for walking – slip into a pair and you’ll feel it straight
away. The seamless vamp not only makes the boot look super hip, but it also eliminates
those annoying edges or stitching that can press on your foot. Looking for something
similar with a lower top? Then check out our Runner in the same line.

05891 Glacier

02276 Runner

02276 Runner

02277 Start

05890 Ozark

05890 Ozark

05891 Glacier

05891 Glacier

05802 e-boot

05804 e-Walk
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02277 Start
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REACH
Sassy and striking – this high lace-up boot has it all. The Reach is made from supple
leather that allows the boot to quickly mould to the shape of your foot. The unique
dual-layer sole combines the best of two comfort worlds: the top layer keeps the boot
light, while the bottom layer makes it durable and cushioning. Looking for a slightly
lower boot or shoe? Then check out the Jump or the Fly in the same line.

04725 Jump

06227 Roll Slipper

06250 Seamy Slide

06202 Roll Slide

06201 Roll Boot

06242 Roll Shoot

06253 Seamy Moc

04725 Jump

04726 Fly

04738 Reach
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04738 Reach
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AKITA
The striking, wavy sole on this boot gives it a playful look. It also stabilises the foot
and provides extra cushioning. You’ll feel that with every step. We’ve added an
extra layer of foam under the footbed to make the boot feel even softer. The Nigata
is a slightly lower version without laces.

02975 Akita

02975 Akita

02976 Nigata

04850 Zoom

03034 Raf

03033 Ska

04850 Zoom

04855 Next

02075 Wheel

02076 Compass
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02975 Akita
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06606 Why

06609 Feltwell

06611 Okay

06612 Whynot

06613 Zigzag

01572 Luna

01775 Portland

01776 Chicago

01777 Phoenix

06606 Why

01781 Boston

08384 Gallo

02450 Etosha

WHY
This ankle-high lace-up shoe features a lightweight PU sole for extra cushioning.
The upturned toe helps the foot roll easily off the ground. As well as laces, the Why has
a zip on the inside. Once you have adjusted the laces to fit your foot, you only need to
use the zip. Quick and easy! Perfect for combining with a wide range of great outfits.
Be sure to check out the Feltwell, Okay, Whynot and Zigzag from the same line.

01657 Diana

08100 Kansas XW

06075 PRO-Clog
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02781 Shan

02780 Midi

02782 Arbol

07961 Salento

05050 Sarah

05051 Donna

02876 Caprock

02878 Lubbock

08725 Campo

04517 Masala
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04432 Murray

04432 Murray

02781 Shan

SHAN
This high boot is made on a more rounded last, so it’s ideal for the slightly fuller
foot. The sole is sturdy and made of cushioning PU. If you feel that the heel is a bit
too high for you, remember that the sole is quite thick, so the effective height is
lower than you think. Because they’re made using the Ströbel method, in which
the shaft is sewn elastically to the insole stitch by stitch, these boots are flexible.
Be sure to check out the Midi and Arbol boots from the same line.
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SHOES FOR BUNIONS (HV)
Wolky features a range of models designed specifically for people with
bunions (hallux valgus). What makes these shoes special is the extra
room at the big toe joint. This gives your foot more freedom and prevents pinching while providing the right support at all other points.

SHOES FOR DIABETICS WITH SENSITIVE FEET (DB)
Diabetes can cause sensitive feet. Our DB models have a special lining
made of chrome-free microfibre and an extra layer of foam between the
lining and the upper material. These models also have a seamless vamp,
or front upper. If you have very severe diabetes, we recommend seeing an
orthopaedist. If your diabetes is less advanced, why not try out these models?

01782 Phoenix HV

06624 Truth DB

02452 Etosha HV

02978 Akita HV

06625 Holland DB

Special micro
fibre lining with an
extra layer of foam
underneath
04445 Murray HV

06616 Whynot HV

06618 Truth HV

Seamless vamp, so
no annoying seams

02880 Caprock HV

01782 Phoenix HV
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FIT2FEET (F2F), ALSO FOR BUNION SUFFERERS
Besides our HV line, we have also developed a line based on our unique
patented Fit2Feet design. These shoes stretch precisely where those
annoying bumps form at the onset of the big toe joint (hallux valgus). Even
if you don’t actually have bunions but your feet often hurt after wearing court shoes
or pumps, our F2F models are definitely worth checking out. Feet expand slightly
during the course of the day, so these shoes stretch where the pressure is greatest.

00386 Duncan F2F

00387 Noble F2F

07930 Mayu F2F

07931 Midori F2F
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VEGAN SHOES
They may look like regular Wolky leather shoes, but appearances can be
deceptive! For our vegan collection we use the very latest materials with
the same excellent properties as our leather shoes, such as breathability.

02081 Wheel Vegan

04446 Murray Vegan

06233 Roll Slide Vegan
06506 Grip WP

06621 Truth Vegan

08399 Gallo Vegan

08399 Gallo Vegan

WATERPROOF HIKING SHOES (WP)
Off on a hike? Our collection features three real hiking shoes and boots
with a waterproof tongue and Sympatex lining to keep water out.

06500 City Tracker WP

06505 Traction WP

06506 Grip WP

WATER-RESISTANT SHOES (WR)
The upper is treated to repel water for as long as possible. All these
shoes and boots also have a warm lining.

02081 Wheel Vegan
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01578 Sole WR

02628 Center WR

03030 Ambient WR

03255
02081
Tarda
Wheel
XW-WR
Vegan
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CONTACT
Phone: 01273 757419
E-mail: info@wolkyshop.co.uk
Website: www.wolkyshop.co.uk
SOCIAL MEDIA
Want to keep up with Wolkyshop’s
latest models and deals?
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram!

WOLKY CELEBRATES
40 YEARS IN APRIL!
We’ll be marking the occasion with
some great promotions.
More details to come on Facebook and
Instagram and in our newsletter
nearer the time – so keep checking in!

Models subject to change. Printing
errors and omissions excepted.
08100 Kansas XW

EXTRA WIDE (XW)
Our collection features a range of models made for wider feet.
They are roomier at the instep than regular models.

01266 Red Deer XW

02629 Center XW

04444 Murray XW

03255 Tarda XW-WR

04481 Volga XW

08000 Maine XW
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02780 Midi
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WE LOOK
FORWARD TO
WELCOMING
YOU BACK
In-store or online!

Become a
Wolky&Me member
and collect points
towards exciting
extras!
More information:
wolkyshop.co.uk/wolky-me

02780 Midi

